
The all-new
Kodiaq



Your new space  
to explore
Your car should be your family’s second home 
on the road. A partner to explore the world.  
A tool to make your life smarter. Škoda Kodiaq 
does all that. And more. 

In the new Kodiaq, the bigger size means 
more space for passengers in all three rows. 
New technologies of infotainment, smarter 
controls, and comfort features like Ergo seats 
with improved massage function will make your 
time aboard more enjoyable.

With the new engine line-up now including the 
mHEV and plug-in hybrid versions, you can live 
and drive smarter. The new dual-valve DCC 
Plus adaptive suspension offers an even better 
combination of driving dynamics and comfort.

That’s the smart way of family life. That’s what 
we call Škoda. 







Upscaling the looks
Bigger does not only mean more practical. It’s 
also an opportunity to make the design bolder 
and the proportions sleeker. The new look goes 
hand in hand with new capabilities. It’s a family 
safe space that you can take exploring your 
latest adventure. Enjoy the ride and look good 
doing it!





Bigger. Bolder. Better.

LED Matrix beam headlights

Crystal clear view with a Crystallinium style. Top LED Matrix 
system provides great visibility even with other cars around. 
The coloured crystalline element accentuates the sharp 
contours of the headlights, adding a touch of elegance and 
visual appeal.

Front grille with horizontal light strip

To grab even more attention on the road, the new wider  
and bolder grille has its vertical slats illuminated by LEDs. 
This makes the new Kodiaq an unmistakable sight when 
driving at night.

The longer length not only provides more space for you and your family. 
It also allows for a sleeker, more elegant profile, underscored by details 
like the gloss black trim around the upper part of the window and D-pillar 
in Unique Dark Chrome finish. Proof that even practicality can attract 
admiring looks everywhere you go. Your family’s stylish partner for 
exploring the world.





LED rear lights

The unmistakable C-shaped LED rear lights with animated 
indicators are connected by a full-width decorative strip. 
This creates a unique signature that is easily recognised by 
anyone driving behind you.

The bright shine  
of style

Panoramic roof

More light and more air in the cabin? No problem with 
two-piece panoramic roof. The front part can be opened 
electrically to allow fresh air into the cabin. The tinted glass 
lets in enough sunlight while still blocking harmful UV rays. 
For cool shade on sunny days, a sunshade can be extended 
electrically.





Virtual Pedal

Full hands are not a problem anymore. With Virtual Pedal, 
just a swing of the foot under the bumper is enough to 
open the door. Available in combination with KESSY and 
electric 5th door. 

KESSY Advanced

Never forget to lock your car ever again. KESSY is not only 
able to lock and unlock the car just by you touching the 
front handle. In its latest iteration, it also uses the ‘Open 
on Approach and Walk Away Locking functions’, where 
the car automatically unlocks when approached and locks 
again when you walk away from it.





Space for  
the digital age
Digital yet tactile. Stylish yet sustainable. With 
the new interior concept, the Kodiaq makes the 
best use of both the latest technologies and tried 
and tested tactile controls. The new materials 
are attractive to look at and pleasant to touch, 
yet made of environmentally-friendly materials. 
The combination of large touchscreens, Škoda 
Smart Dials, and column mounted shifter 
allows for a clean centre console with ample 
storage. The leather is manufactured using 
a discarded coffee husks as a natural tanning 
powder, while the fabric is made from recycled 
materials. This allows you to enjoy comfort and 
pleasant atmosphere while being friendly to the 
environment. The ambient lighting can be set 
up to adapt the interior to your current mood. 
Every single detail contributes to the unique 
atmosphere on board.



Head-up Display and Virtual Cockpit

All the key information right in front of you. The standard 10" 
Virtual Cockpit offers driving data in easy-to-comprehend, 
customisable view. In addition, the Head-up Display can 
be ordered, showing the most crucial information and 
navigation guidance right on the windshield.



Infotainment screen

The world at your fingertips. With the 13" touchscreen, 
the new Škoda Infotainment offers an even clearer way of 
displaying all the information and entertainment features 
that will make travelling a truly enjoyable experience. 

Information. 
Communication. 
Entertainment. 

Be connected to the world around. The new Kodiaq creates a digital 
environment around you, carefully curated so that what’s most important is 
right in front of you, while the large screen displays items that require detail.

Display cleaner

Screens always clean and shiny. Easily remove smudges  
and fingerprints from the infotainment display or any  
other shiny surface. Display cleaner is neatly stored in the 
centre console, so it’s always easily on hand any time you 
need it.



Ambient lighting

Adjust the style of your car’s interior to suit your current 
mood. The ambient lighting on the dashboard and both 
front and rear doors can be set to any colour you like, 
instantly changing the overall atmosphere.





Ergo seats

Comfort even on the longest drives. The Ergo seats were 
designed with the health of your back as top priority and 
tested by the German organisation AGR (Healthy Back 
Campaign). To make you even more comfortable, there 
are heating, cooling and pneumatic massage functions, 
the latter now with several modes and variable intensity.



Gear selector

Easy control, more space. Mounted on the steering column, 
the gear selector is right at your fingertips. Leaves the 
centre console free for more storage space.

Škoda Smart Dials 

The best of both worlds. The Škoda Smart Dials combine 
the tactility of manual controls with the flexibility of 
touchscreens. Use the display in the middle of the dial to 
select a function or read information, and use the tactile 
dials to set the temperature, volume, or fan speed.



Sustainability

Not only stylish and comfortable, but also sustainable. The 
attractive look of the new Kodiaq’s interior was achieved 
using a variety of eco-friendly materials. When it comes to 
the seat upholstery, you have the choice of environmentally-
friendly wool blend, recycled fabric, ecologically tanned 
leather, or recycled Suedia. We also replaced traditional 
chrome with the new and much cleaner Unique Dark 
Chrome, which supports the environmental message as 
well as the modern solid look.







Always connected

The infotainment screen is not just larger than ever before. It 
also offers access to even more features, like the set-up for 
improved ambient lighting, in a brand-new, smooth virtual 
environment. Explore the world in a digital way.

Never lose connection Everything is just a touch away in today’s digital world. Use the 
infotainment screen to set up the car, find your way to your destination 
or see traffic information. You can also use your mobile device for remote 
access to information about your car, such as the state of charge, fuel level 
or whether the doors are locked or unlocked.

Always charged

A first for Škoda: the new Kodiaq offers wireless charging 
for two smartphones with cooling to prevent your devices 
from overheating and charging power of 15 W per phone.



Space for seven

Even more space for your family or friends. The new larger 
interior offers comfortable seating in three rows with more 
room than ever before. The passengers in the third row 
get an extra 15 millimetres of headroom compared to the 
previous model.





Turn Assist

Automatically activated when the vehicle is turning, this 
system uses front sensors monitoring the area in front 
of the vehicle. This allows it to prevent collisions with the 
oncoming traffic that could’ve been overlooked by the 
driver. 

Crossroad Assistant

Especially when the view is obscured by cars or other 
obstacles, entering a perpendicular road might be tricky. 
The Crossroad Assistant uses the corner radars in the 
sides of the front bumper to detect approaching vehicles 
or cyclists and warn driver. In emergency, it can also brake 
automatically.



Even safety  
can multitask

The Travel Assist system combines Predictive Adaptive Cruise Control (PACC) and Adaptive 
Lane Assist functions. For maximum safety, the system must be constantly monitored by the 
driver. That’s why a capacitive steering wheel detects the driver’s tactility, providing an interactive 
interface to the system. If the driver is not engaged in driving, the system issues a visual and audible 
warning and eventually disengages.

Exit Warning System

To make exiting the parallelly parked vehicle safer and easier, 
the Exit Warning System monitors the area behind the car 
using the two nanoradars under the rear bumper cover  
and warns driver or passenger that a vehicle, a pedestrian  
or a cyclist is approaching using visual signals.



Trained Parking

A highly advanced parking assistant is used to automatically 
complete a parking manoeuvre in a familiar environment, 
e.g., at home. First, the driver performs the parking 
manoeuvre and saves the route to the system’s memory. 
For example, it records the route from the entrance to 
your property a parking space. After that, as soon as the 
car recognises the scanned route, it will ask you (via the 
infotainment) whether it should take control. Following your 
approval, the vehicle will park itself. You simply monitor it 
from the driver’s seat.



Finding its own space Could parking be any easier? The new Kodiaq is able to find you a space 
and park in it. It can also be taught to park in a spot of your choosing.

Intelligent Park Assist

Let your car find and offer you parking spaces. Select 
one and then just sit back and watch. The Kodiaq will 
autonomously drive itself into the parking space, without 
the driver having to touch the wheel or pedals.





Sportline





Dynamic style

A fast look for every day. The Kodiaq Sportline is easily 
recognisable thanks to its gloss black accessories. Black 
items, such as the front grille, D-pillars, side mirrors, and 
roof rails, plus all the lettering, create a more streamlined 
and sporty look.

Back in black Designed for those who want to stand out from the crowd. People with 
a dynamic lifestyle who want a sporty-looking car. That’s the new Kodiaq 
Sportline. Sporty style for the whole family.

The Sportline is also fitted with aerodynamic front bumper, 
body-coloured side sills, and black rear diffuser with Unique 
Dark Chrome trim piece. The whole look is finished off with 
19" alloy wheels.





Your place to shine
It looks cool, but it’s not just about the looks. 
The Sportline interior was designed around the 
driver, made to enable you to do your best behind 
the wheel. The three-spoke, perforated leather 
multifunctional steering wheel with Sportline 
plaque, black fabric and black leatherette and 
perforated Suedia sports seats that hold you 
even round the sharpest turns, and aluminium 
sports pedals are all here for you to enjoy the 
drive. The all-black interior with black headliner 
enhances your style. The long list of standard 
equipment makes the Kodiaq Sportline the 
sporty family car for every need.





Style for the real driver The comfort and the practicality you expect, but with an added dose of 
dynamism. The style you will never tire of, without compromise.

Sports steering wheel

The perforated leather is perfect for a confident grip, while 
the flat-bottomed shape is a nod to our racing tradition.
The steering wheel with sporty, three-spoke design is 
highlighted with the Sportline logo.

Sports seats

Wide, comfortable seats with integrated headrests and 
pronounced side bolsters to keep you firmly in place. The 
leatherette and perforated Suedia upholstery with a grey 
stripe in the middle completes the dynamic look.





iV





Starting with a positive 
charge

Charging port

Easy to reach and conveniently placed, no matter where 
your charging station is. With cable-locking mechanism  
and coloured light that shows the charging status.

Cable storage

You can neatly stow your charging cables under the boot 
floor. This keeps them always on hand without reducing 
the useful cargo space.

With over 100 kilometres of electric range, the Kodiaq iV can go days 
without fuel. With its petrol engine, it can cover long distances without 
recharging.



Loft interior

Recycled Yocto melange fabric upholstery, 
pad and door insert
Deep black décor
Leatherette door and middle armrest



Design Selection Loft

Grey seats upholstered in recycled fabric are the prominent 
feature of this interior. The overall look is underscored by 
cross-stitching on the recycled Yocto melange fabric dash 
pad and Deep black décor.

Design Selections  
for the interior

With Design Selections, you can create a space that suits your style and 
personality. Each Design Selection tastefully pairs upholstery materials 
and colours with dashboard décors, specific details, and even comfort 
features. Select the design that suits you best!



Lounge interior

Suedia dash pad, armrests and door inserts
Dark Cork Grey décor
Suedia, leatherette and recycled wool fabric seat upholstery



Design Selection Lounge

Enjoy the interior that not only feels natural, but is also 
nature-friendly. The recycled wool, used on the seat 
upholstery, has been tested and approved by The Woolmark 
Company in accordance with its quality certification process. 
A wool certificate label is integrated into the seat and visibly 
symbolises the sustainable approach. The overall luxurious 

feel of the interior is further enhanced with combination 
of Suedia and leatherette on the seats and the Suedia 
accents that compliment the Dark Cork Grey décor on the 
dashboard and door inserts. The contrasting yellow stitching 
around the interior adds the unmistakable visual style.



Suite black interior

Black leatherette pad, armrests and door inserts
Swan drawing Grey décor
Black leather/leatherette upholstery



Design Selection Suite black

Black leather tanned using discarded coffee beans 
dominates the stylish interior. The overall look is highlighted 
by grey cross-stitching on the dash and Swan drawing Grey 
décor, underscored by ambient lighting. 



Suite cognac interior

Cognac leatherette pad, armrests and door inserts
Swan drawing Grey décor
Cognac leather/leatherette upholstery



Design Selection Suite cognac

Cognac leather tanned using discarded coffee beans 
dominates the stylish interior. The overall look is highlighted 
by cognac cross-stitching on the dash and Swan drawing 
Grey décor, underscored by ambient lighting. 



Sportline interior

Suedia pad, armrests and door inserts
Peter Chrome décor
Black leatherette and perforated Suedia upholstery



Design Selection Sportline

The dynamic character of the Sportline interior is centred 
around the black leatherette and perforated Suedia seats 
made from recycled material. The unmistakable style is 
further enhanced by the Suedia pad and Peter Chrome décor.



Colours

Bronx Gold metallic

Moon White metallic Brilliant Silver metallic



Steel Grey uni Velvet Red metallic

Energy Blue uni Race Blue metallic

Graphite Grey metallic Magic Black metallic



19" Talgar Aero silver alloy wheels 
with black Aero covers

20" Rila Aero anthracite alloy wheels 
with black Aero covers

Wheels

19" Rapeto silver Aero alloy wheels



19" Talgar Aero silver alloy wheels 
with black Aero covers

19" Halti Aero anthracite alloy wheels 19" Tirsuli Aero anthracite alloy wheels*

17" Paget Aero silver alloy wheels 

19" Lefka Aero anthracite alloy wheels

18" Soira Aero anthracite alloy wheels18" Mazeno Aero silver alloy wheels  
with black Aero covers

* Available for Sportline.



2.0 TDI/110 kW
2.0 TDI/142 kW 

4×4

Turbocharged diesel engine Turbocharged diesel engine

Engine

Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc) 4/1,968 4/1,968

Max. performance/Revs (kW/rpm) 110/3,000–4,200 142/3,500–4,200

Max. torque/Revs (Nm/rpm) 360/1,600–2,750 400/1,750–3,250

Air pollution regulation EU6AP EU6AP

Fuel Diesel Diesel

Performance

Maximum speed (km/h) 205 (203) 220 (217)

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 9.6 (9.8) 7.8 (8.0)

Fuel consumption WLTP (l/100 km) – combined 5.3–5.9 6–6.6

CO₂ emissions WLTP (g/km) – combined 139–155 158–174

Power transmission

Type 4×2 4×4

Transmission Automatic 7-speed DSG Automatic 7-speed DSG

Weight

Kerb weight – with 75 kg driver (kg) 1,733–1,911 (1,787–1,959) 1,792–1,964 (1,846–2,011)

Payload – incl. driver and extra equipment (kg) 513–655 (555–708) 542–647 (558–706)

Total weight (kg) 2,230–2,390 (2,345–2,506) 2,330–2,388 (2,410–2,510)

Trailer load without brakes (max. kg) 750 750

Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg) 2,000 2,300 (2,400–2,500)

Further specifications

Body  Front brakes Disc brakes with inner cooling  
and with single-piston floating calliper

Type 5/7-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment Rear brakes Disc brakes

Turning circle diameter (m) 12 Clearance (mm) 189; 4×4: 187

Chassis Luggage storage space (max. l)**

Front axle McPherson suspension with lower triangular links  
and torsion stabiliser

Without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests –  
upright/down 910/2,105 (845/340/2,035)

Rear axle Multi-element axle, with longitudinal and transverse links,  
with torsion stabiliser Tank capacity (l) 55 (58 4×4)

Technical specifications 

WLTP – World harmonized light-duty vehicles test procedure. 
The weights depend on the equipment version of the car.
( )  Applies to the 7-seater version.
  *  Applies to vehicles with a factory-fitted tow bar.
**  According to the backrest position and variable position of the rear seat.

For SportLine cars, some specifications may differ. For more information, 
contact your ŠKODA partner.

All diesel engines use Selective Catalytic Reduction. This system injects
AdBlue® to reduce mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx). The volume of the AdBlue®
tank is 18 l and consumption depends on the driving style.



5-seater version

7-seater version



MyŠKODA App

Enjoy full control of your car. Download 
MyŠKODA App and access all necessary 
features anytime, whether it’s driving data, 
fuel range, planning a route or even where 
you last parked.

If you’ve enjoyed reading  
about it ― imagine driving it.

Image disclaimer

The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only and
are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and certain
illustrations, features, parts and equipment may differ from the actual production cars and from
country to country. To get the exact specification of features, parts and equipment, please get in
touch with your nearest local Škoda dealer.

skoda.lu


